Free-form gesture passwords have been introduced as an alternative mobile authentication method. Text passwords are not very suitable for mobile interaction, and methods such as PINs and grid patterns sacrifice security over usability. However, little is known about how free-form gestures perform in the wild. We present the first field study (N=91) of mobile authentication using free-form gestures, with text passwords as a baseline. Our study leveraged Experience Sampling Methodology to increase ecological validity while maintaining control of the experiment. We found that, with gesture passwords, participants generated new passwords and authenticated faster with comparable memorability while being more willing to retry. Our analysis of the gesture password dataset indicated biases in user-chosen distribution tending towards common shapes. Our findings provide useful insights towards understanding mobile device authentication and gesture-based authentication.
INTRODUCTION
Smartphones today store a large amount of users' personal and sensitive data (e.g. financial information) [52] . Allowing only authorized access to this data is of increasing importance, and highlights the need for research on usable and secure smartphone authentication. Text passwords, although still the most used authentication method, have been criticized by many [5, 6, 1] , and found to be particularly unsuitable for mobile use [43, 64, 60] . Other existing methods (PIN, grid-based pattern, biometrics) on mobile devices suffer from various shortcomings: limited password space [58] , susceptibility to shoulder surfing [18, 61] , easily crackable [7, 8, 55] , slow entry [17] and harmful for privacy [15] .
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. Free-form gesture passwords have been recently proposed as an alternative for mobile user authentication [51, 11] . Freeform gesture passwords allow users to draw any shape or pattern on a blank touchscreen display using one or more fingers. Several previous studies demonstrated that, for both mobile and non-mobile use, free-form gesture passwords can be secure and memorable [51, 57] . They potentially provide a large password space because of their free-form nature. Mobile interaction is found to be fragmented, frequent and shortterm [44, 28] . Since gesture-based interaction conforms to the form factor of mobile devices [47] and is faster than typing, it is more suitable for authentication than text. In addition, when used as a password, free-form gestures improve memorability with the help of visual learning effects [45] and motor memory [24] .
However, most work on gesture passwords so far has been carried out in laboratories [51, 48, 16, 26] , leaving their performance in the wild as an open research question. Field studies are important for understanding the user-chosen distribution of gesture passwords in realistic settings and how usable and memorable those could be.
In addition, previous work has focused on using gesturebased authentication for a single account or phone unlocking [51, 50, 26, 48, 16] , and has not considered it for multiaccount configurations. However, people manage multiple accounts at the same time in reality [25, 31] . Previous work also shows how multi-account settings affect the authentication process. For example, a study showed that multi-account interference significantly impacts the ease of authentication of facial graphical passwords [21] . Therefore, it is crucial to explore how gesture passwords would be different under the multi-account context.
In this paper, we report the results of the first field study using free-form gestures as a mobile authentication method. We used text password as a baseline comparison given that it is still the most commonly deployed authentication method [6] . We leveraged the Experience Sampling Method (ESM) [13] to implement the field study. ESM uses a signaling device to prompt participants to respond to tasks or questionnaires [12, 32] . Normal field studies usually hand over control of the experiment to participants entirely. As a result, it is hard to assess aspects such as memorability of a password because the frequency and engagement of each participant differs. With ESM, researchers are able to control when and where to notify participants to complete tasks, thus ensuring comparable contributions among participants. Meanwhile, it provides better ecological validity over laboratory studies because it allows participants to perform tasks during their regular rou-tines and in real-world settings [10, 13] . There have already been ESM-type studies on mobile interactions (e.g. [10, 46] ) and device unlocking [28] , but none on gesture password use.
In our study, participants were randomly assigned to either text or gesture group. We then installed our application on their devices and throughout the study they received prescheduled native notifications on their smartphones. Each notification represented either a password generation or password recall task. Each task was designed with various intervals and each participant completed such tasks for eight virtual accounts totally.
Overall, our 91 participants generated 347 text passwords and 345 gesture passwords with 2002 completed log-in tasks. Our findings contextualize the existing research on gesture passwords as well as challenge previous findings from lab studies. We found that gesture passwords demonstrated better usability over text passwords. In general, participants with gesture passwords spent less time both generating new passwords and logging in. The difference between the two groups was statistically significant under multi-account interference. In addition, participants with gesture passwords were more willing to retry before giving up. Text and gesture passwords showed similar memorability, but gesture passwords performed better under multi-account settings in the short term. We also proposed a metric to compare the security of the two passwords types uniformly. We found that the collected gesture passwords carried comparable and possibly higher entropy than the text passwords.
We also present the analysis of the first gesture password dataset from the field. We found participants preferred shapes (49.28%) and letters (24.07%) as their passwords, with 15.36% of the gesture passwords being symmetric. Participants also preferred single-finger gestures (93.62%) over multi-finger ones.
In summary, this paper contributes by showing that free-form gestures improve over text passwords in mobile contexts. More precisely, we make the following major contributions:
1. This is the first field study on memorability and usability of free-form gesture passwords. 2. Our results indicate that free-form gesture passwords are more resilient to multi-account interference than text passwords. 3. Our results show that free-form gesture passwords provide better mobile usability than text passwords. 4. We discovered that participants tend to choose common shapes, letters, and account-specific gestures as passwords.
RELATED WORK
Free-form gesture passwords have been proposed as mobile authentication method and evaluated to be secure and memorable in the lab. Sherman et al. developed an informationtheoretic metric and conducted a lab study showing that single-finger gestures and gestures with many hard angles and turns demonstrated better security [51] . Another lab study, focusing on user interfaces and not authentication, found that user-defined gestures demonstrated better memorability than pre-defined ones [41] . Moreover, studies indicated free-form gestures were resistant against a major threat on mobile platforms: shoulder surfing [51] . There are also studies that combine gestures with other factors for authentication: simple strokes on the mobile device itself [16] , continuous gesturing [26] and tapping actions [65] . In addition to mobile device gestures, researchers have explored mid-air gestures for authentication [57] .
There have been many field studies on other authentication schemes. A field study on recognition-based graphical passwords found that, among other results, ease of authentication was significantly impacted by multi-account interference [21] . Alt et al. found that 51% of image-based passwords from the field could be predicted by human attackers [2] . Egelman et al. showed that the effect of strength meters on passwords differed for different contexts with a field study followed after a lab study [20] . A field study comparing the usability of the Android grid-based pattern unlock to PINs has indicated that participants preferred to use the former despite the latter having higher input speed and fewer errors [62] . Another study focused on designing and implementing strength meters for pattern unlock and found it improve the security [53] . A week-long field study on different graphical password schemes (free-recall, cued-recall, and recognition) concluded that both of the last two were superior to free-recall, though users preferred the recognition scheme despite longer login times [56] .
There is, however, limited literature applying ESM to mobile authentication studies. One study utilized ESM to capture participants' perceptions towards unlocking behaviors, revealing reasonings behind leaving a phone unlocked [28] . Another similar self-reporting methodology, diary studies, has been used in recent research. One diary study on the cost of password policies had 32 staff members record 196 password events over one week [34] . Another study asked participants to record password events when they log into their accounts using desktop computers or laptops [31] . A diary study showed that authentication tasks lowered the productivity of employees in an organization [49] .
In summary, it is clear that two major gaps exist in the research of free-form gesture passwords: (1): Little is known about how they perform in the field; (2): No previous work considered the scheme under multi-account contexts.
METHOD
Our experiment focused on comparing the use of two types of passwords in the field. We describe our method below.
Participants
We recruited participants through fliers and mailing lists. Participants were required to be at least 18 years old, have familiarity with and own an Android smartphone. All participants received a $30 gift card as compensation, and enrolled in a raffle for three $75 gift cards. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Rutgers University.
We recruited 110 participants. Three participants withdrew during the study, and another 16 participants were excluded from our analysis as they did not complete at least half of the Smartphone Authentication #chi4good, CHI 2016, San Jose, CA, USA tasks that the study required. We excluded them to reduce bias in our analysis. This reduced our sample to 91 participants. Our participation rate was above average as compared to similar studies [40, 62, 21] . The remainder of this paper focuses on these 91 participants.
Our participants' ages were from 18 to 52 (mean = 23.03, SD = 7.01, Mdn=21). 47 participants were male and 44 were female. 56.04% of them were college students, 23.08% were graduate students, 6.60% were engineering or IT professionals, and 4.40% worked in management or finance.
Our participants reported to be experienced and frequent smartphone users: 82 (90.11%) have used smartphones for more than one year and 59 (64.84%) for more than three years; 83 (91.21%) spend at least two hours per day on smartphones and 42 (46.15%) spend four hours or more per day.
We also collected form factor data -screen resolution by number of pixels. The result indicates most participants used modern and up-to-date devices: 65.96% of them used a smartphone of resolution 1080 ⇥ 1920, 17.02% used 720 ⇥ 1280, and 17.02% used others.
Experiment Design
Our study consisted of two main tasks: creating passwords for a specific virtual account and logging into the account with the created passwords. In the experiment, we focused on comparing two types of passwords and we varied the number of accounts and recall interval as well.
Password type is a between-group variable aimed at comparing text and gesture passwords. Each participant was randomly assigned into either the text or gesture group. We performed randomized assignments in a way such that each group had equal or similar sample sizes. The main reason to choose between-group over within-subject design was to avoid interference effects between the two types. We adopted cues from previous studies on multiple password interference [9, 42, 21] . We chose text password as a baseline comparison, because one of our objectives was to study real-world multi-account interference with gestures; scenarios such as device unlock (pattern unlock, PIN) do not require managing multiple accounts.
The number of accounts refers to how many accounts participants had to manage during the study. We designed this for two purposes: (i) to study the multi-account interference of the passwords, and (ii) to achieve better ecological validity since people usually have multiple accounts in the real world [25] . Each participant was asked to create and recall passwords for two different account sets. All accounts were created for the purpose of this study. The first set contained two virtual accounts: online banking and social network. The second set had six accounts: email, online gaming, online dating, shopping, online course, and music streaming. We chose common services that were easy to understand and distinguish between, as opposed to something more generic (e.g. "account A"). Accounts were differentiated from each other by their names, logos, and colors.
The log-in time interval is the time between the log-in and the creation task: immediate log-in tasks occurred one hour after the completion of a creation task, short-term and longterm tasks occurred one day and one week later. This design was intended to study the effect of time on metrics such as memorability.
Our tasks followed the process where people log in to their online services remotely. In practice, to securely store gesture passwords for the process, we could utilize existing work that solved similar issues such as fuzzy vaults [35] .
Experience Sampling Method
We incorporated the Experience Sampling Method (ESM) in our field study. ESM is a research methodology where participants perform tasks at different points of time during their daily lives. It is usually used to capture the subjective experience of participants in a natural environment [12, 3, 28] .
We leveraged ESM in our design in two ways. First, following the idea behind ESM wherein participants are alerted multiple times per day for self-reporting [12] , we scheduled tasks to arrive at different times of the day. Creating or logging in with multiple passwords at the same time is far from the actual use case concerning passwords. Asking participants to use unique passwords at different points of time improved the ecological validity of the study. This is also suitable for simulating mobile authentication, where log-ins are frequent and can occur at any time [28, 19, 53, 39, 25] . We discuss the schedule of our study in the Procedure section below.
ESM also emphasizes that participants react at the moment they are alerted in order to collect precise data [3] . We incorporated this concept by setting our tasks to expire one hour after they arrived. We gained better control over the field study as participants had to react within the scheduled time frame. The expiration window also helped maintain the log-in time interval. Different types of log-in tasks (immediate, shortterm, long-term) were differentiated from each other by the time of their arrivals. Without the expiration window, participants might delay responding to tasks. This means that the original schedule would be disrupted and the preset log-in time intervals would become meaningless.
Apparatus
We built an Android application to install on our participants' devices. It was responsible for (i) notifying participants based on a preset schedule, and (ii) allowing participants to complete tasks. The application had two versions, differing only by the type of password it supported. Participants installed only one version based on which group they were in. The notification generated by our application was native and directly viewable on the device. It remained alive until either participant completed the corresponding task or it expired. It was generated offline on the phone, so Internet or cellular access was not required. Figure 1a shows a sample screenshot of our task notification.
Tapping the notification brought participants to the user interface for either a password generation or log-in task. Both tasks were a common two-step authentication process wherein a participant first input their username followed by their password. Every task was followed by a validated NASA subjective Task Load Assessment (TLX) form [29] to fill out. The form is designed to estimate workloads subjectively using six individual factors [29] . Participants were asked to give each factor a score based on their experience of the assessed task, with each score ranging from 0 to 100.
In prior studies, participants have been alerted by email [21, 62, 56, 14] . The email usually contains a link to a website where participants then perform tasks. However, our design brings one major advantage that better fits mobile authentication usage: it is not limited by participant contexts. Our participants could perform the task on their smartphones without any need for desktops, internet, or cellular access. As mobile authentication can occur in various contexts, our design adequately simulated the process.
Gesture Password Authenticator
Our gesture password authenticator is a modification of Protractor [38] that was extended [51] for multi-touch gesture support. Protractor is a gesture recognizer that measures the cosine distance between a stored template of a gesture password and an input, and uses the reciprocal of that as a similarity score. Discussion of the design and implementation is beyond the scope of this paper, and has been explained in exhaustive detail in previous work [38, 51] .
Authentication success is determined by whether the computed score is greater than a threshold. Selection of the threshold has not been examined in great detail nor are there any defined heuristics for computing it in the literature. As such, we derived it based on existing gesture data. In a previous study, we collected a dataset of over 60 distinct freeform gestures and 1200 generated trials [51] . The average score of all trials was 2 after rounding, therefore we chose 2 as our threshold. This empirical selection represented an average case of over 1200 separate scores and was reasonably low enough to authenticate participants without requiring a taxing amount of accuracy from them, while high enough to prevent obviously incorrect passwords from being accepted.
Procedure
At first, participants were introduced to the study and asked for consent to participate in the experiment. After consenting, we installed the application on their smartphones and demonstrated how it works with a testing device. We also informed participants that passwords they generate should be secure, easy to memorize, and difficult for others to guess. Moreover, we emphasized that they should not use their real passwords, nor use any password managers to help memorization (including writing the password down).
For the next two weeks, participants performed tasks on their devices in their daily lives. This process is illustrated in Figure 2a . In the first week, participants performed tasks for the first account set (of two accounts). On the first day of the week, participants were asked to create usernames and passwords for the two accounts at different times. Each creation task was followed by a corresponding log-in task one hour later. For each account, short-term and long-term log-in tasks arrived one day and one week after the creation task, respectively. The actual order of tasks of those accounts was different for each participant. It was based on a latin square arrangement in order to avoid potential bias from scheduling. In the second week, participants went through a similar process for the second account set (of six accounts).
To properly distribute tasks within one day, our considerations were two-fold: (1) the schedule should not disturb participants' daily life too much; (2) it should cover the majority of time during which people are likely to use passwords. Previous work indicates most password usage occurs from 6:30 AM to 10:00 PM [25] . Our range of time to schedule tasks was 9:30 AM to 11:00 PM. We shifted and stretched the range to fit the normal schedule of most people. Inside the time range, we tried to distribute tasks evenly into equallength time blocks. Figure 2b shows a typical schedule of a day in our study. Participants were allowed to withdraw under any circumstances without penalty. After two weeks, we invited them back for a brief interview and to receive their compensation.
Password Analysis
We performed password cracking attacks to analyze text password security. We used the popular GPU-based password cracker oclHashcat 1.36 [30] to generate rule-based attacks. The cracker generates guesses by applying rules to modify words in the dictionary; for example, one rule could be to capitalize the first character in every word.
We generated three attacks. The first two attacks used rule sets that come with the software by default, called "basic64" and "generated2". The third one used the rule set designed by KoreLogic [33] . It is a subset of rules they used to generate passwords for DEF CON's "Crack Me If You Can" passwordcracking contest in 2010 [36] . It has been found to be effective for password cracking [54] . All attacks used the same input dictionary, a shuffled combination of different wordlists that included Google 1-gram English dataset [27], UNIX dictionary [37] , RockYou leaked password dataset, and phpbb leaked password dataset. It contained 38M unique words. We followed the state-of-the-art cracking techniques from recent literature [59] so that the results are comparable.
We also analyzed unique passwords we collected. While unique text passwords could be easily determined by comparing the text of two passwords directly, for gestures, we relied on the score computed by our authenticator. We started with the unique gesture set as empty and iterated over all our gesture passwords. For each gesture, the authenticator computed a score of it and every other gesture in the set. If the max score of them was smaller than our threshold, we determined it as a unique password and added it to the unique gesture set. 
Security comparison
To compare the security of two types of password, we calculated the random entropy for them. The equation for calculating random entropy for text passwords is H = L ⇥ log(N), where L is the password length, and N is the amount of possible characters. To model gestures similarly, we treated a freeform gesture as points on the touchscreen connected through one stroke, and the screen as many equal-size cells. A point belongs to one cell given its location. We define L as the number of points, and A and B to be the number of cells horizontally and vertically we segment the screen into, respectively. Then, the number of cells is the equivalent of the possible character size in text password case (N=AxB). In this model, the more points a gesture has and the more cells a touchscreen is split into, the more fine-grained a gesture could be, and therefore higher entropy it contains.
Statistical Tests
For our categorical data, such as the log-in success rate, we used chi-square tests. We used the non-parametric equivalent of t-test, Wilcoxon rank sum test [63] , to compare the continuous data of two password groups. We chose p < .05 to indicate whether the test result is statistically significant. When multiple comparisons existed, we used the adjusted p value based on Bonferroni correction. Bonferroni correction is a common method to control familywise error rate when dealing with multiple comparisons [23] . For easier reading, we used tables to report the tests for multiple comparisons. Table 1 shows an overview of the amount of generated passwords and attempted log-ins. 91 participants generated 692 passwords and performed 2002 password log-in tasks with a completion rate of 95.05% and 91.67%, respectively.
RESULTS
The average response time to a single task was 7.71 minutes (Mdn=1.27). Response time is the duration of time from when a task is signaled to the time when the participant respond to it. 75% of our participants reacted to a task within 10.45 minutes.
Below we first present the result of our creation tasks, and then log-in tasks.
Creation Tasks

Duration
We found that the gesture group took less time to generate a new password than the text group when the number of accounts equaled six, as Figure 3 shows. The creation duration was calculated as the average time needed to create a password for one account. In two-account settings, 
Password type
Text Gesture Figure 3 : Duration data, including creation duration, log-in duration and attempt duration. Outliers are removed for clear visualization. The log-in duration is the average time needed to log in to one account successfully. The attempt duration is the time needed to perform one log-in attempt. The figure is broken down by account settings. One-hour (1hr) log-in, one-day (1day) log-in and one-week (1week) log-in corresponds to immediate, short-term and long-term log-in tasks, respectively.
the text group spent an average 58.56 seconds (Mdn=43) to create one password, while the gesture group spent 69.43 seconds (Mdn=41); when the number of accounts increased to six, the same task took the text group 76.38 seconds (Mdn=42.08), but only 44.04 seconds (Mdn=30) for the gesture group. According to a Wilcoxon rank sum test result, the text group used significantly more time than the gesture group in the six-account setting (W = 1281.5, p = .0498, r = .2056, 95% C.I. = [3.41 ⇥ 10 5 , 14.5]). The two groups took similar times to generate a password in the two-account setting (W = 1088, p = .6709, r = .04); no statistical significance was seen. The confidence interval indicates that the text group could spend as much as 14.5 seconds more than the gesture group to create one password.
Text Passwords Created
Our study generated 347 text passwords of which 209 were unique. We tested the strength of the passwords with the three cracking attacks described earlier in the Method section. Table 2 shows the results of general statistics and the result of the attacks. Two of them cracked more than half of the passwords. The result is similar to that of the weakest category of passwords being cracked in a recent study [59] . 
Free-form Gesture Passwords Created
Our study collected 345 gesture passwords overall, and 150 of them were unique. Among them, 22 were drawn with multiple fingers, and 53 were symmetric.
To better understand the collected passwords, we grouped them into six categories based on our observations. "Shapes" consisted of all passwords that were about real or virtual objects and geometric shapes. "Letters" contained gestures with letters and initials. "Symbols" had gestures that used common symbols that appear in e.g. computing or math. "Digit" gestures were those made of single digit numbers. "Lines" contained gestures that were either single line or a simple combination of several lines -these gestures were mostly abstract and did not refer to any obvious objects. Gestures in the "Words" group contained either words or signatures.
We found most passwords were "Shapes" and "Letters", as shown in Figure 4 . We categorized our gesture dataset by both (i) all passwords, and (ii) unique passwords. Overall, the dataset containing the most passwords was the "Shapes" category (49.28%). The second and third most popular categories were "Letters" (24.07%) and "Lines" (15.76%). Figure 5 shows the five most popular gesture passwords in the category "Shapes." Most of our popular gesture passwords were common shapes or objects, such as stars and squares. One of them, what we called "one-stroke" (see Figure 5e ), could be due to our gesture authentication system. Our system required participants to draw the gesture in one stroke without lifting fingers; according to some participants, they chose "one-stroke" because it was easy to draw in one stroke.
Security comparison
With the metric we proposed in the Method section, we calculated the entropy a gesture password could contain given different N (number of cells on the screen), since L (number of points per gesture) is fixed to 16 in our case. The result is shown in Figure 6 . The figure also includes a boxplot of entropy of our text passwords for comparison.
Smartphone Authentication #chi4good, CHI 2016, San Jose, CA, USA From left to right, they are: star, square, heart, triangle, and one-stroke, respectively. They take up 37.21% of the entire password dataset. According to the graph, the median of our text password entropy is 59.13, and is close to that of gesture passwords when we consider the touchscreen as a 3x5 grid of cells. It also shows that first quantile (25%) of text password entropy maps between 2x3 and 3x5 grid for gestures, and the third quantile (75%) maps to a grid of 4x6 cells.
Log-in tasks
Log-in Success Rate
We found the log-in success rate of the two groups to be similar. The success rate is the number of successful tasks divided by the total number of tasks across all participants. The overall success rates were 88.53% and 89.60% for the text group and the gesture group, respectively. Table 3 shows the success rate of logging in after one hour, one day and one week.
The table shows that the gesture group performed slightly better than the text group in most of the log-in tasks. However, we applied chi-square tests and found no statistically significant difference between the rate of two groups in any pairs shown in the table.
Duration
Successful log-in duration is the time participants needed to log in to a certain account successfully. We found that the gesture group spent less time in general than the text group in order to log in successfully. Overall, it took the text group 18.62 seconds (Mdn=15.8) on average and 16.49 seconds (Mdn=11.5) for the gesture group to log in to one account. Figure 3 shows the duration of each log-in session.
A Wilcoxon rank sum test showed that when number of accounts was six, the effect of password type on successful login duration was statistically significant for all three log-in sessions (see Table 4 for results). In particular, the time used by the text group increased as the number of accounts increased, while that of gesture group was relatively constant. Table 3 : Success rate of two password types of each log-in task. Log in after one hour, one day and one week corresponds to immediate, shortterm and long-term log-in tasks, respectively.
In addition, as time elapsed, the effect of password type on log-in duration was stronger. This is illustrated by the increase of the confidence interval of the difference in duration. The interval increased as the log-in task was further away from the creation task (see Table 4 ). After a week, participants with text passwords could spend two to eight seconds more than the gesture group in order to log into one account.
Attempts
We then looked at the number of attempts tried in each log-in task. Participants were allowed to retry unlimited times for any log-in task as long as it did not expire.
Overall, two groups retried similar times before they could successfully log in. On average, it took the text group 1.66 (Mdn=1) attempts, and the gesture group 2.44 (Mdn=1.5) attempts to successfully log in to one account. Table 5 shows detailed results. The attempts tried by the gesture group were slightly higher than that of the text group. However, the result of the Wilcoxon rank sum test shows that the effect of the password type on the number of attempts was statistically significant only when participants tried to log in after one hour in the two-account setting.
On the other hand, the gesture group was found to be faster when performing a single attempt. On average, it took the text group 11.33 seconds (Mdn=10.5) to perform a single log-in attempt, as compared to 7.71 seconds (Mdn=6.53) for the gesture group. We calculated it by dividing the duration of each log-in task by the number of attempts performed in that task. Because we only study the password usage, we removed the duration of inputting username from this calculation. Figure 3 shows the attempt duration of each log-in task.
To compare the attempt duration, we did a Wilcoxon rank sum test, and Table 6 shows the result of each pair-wise comparison. In all log-in tasks, the gesture group performed much faster than the text group in a single attempt. The confidence intervals show that the gesture group could login two to five seconds faster than the text group in a single attempt.
Errors
In our study, every time participants made a failed attempt, they generated an error. We also allowed them to give up on a log-in task at any time. In this subsection we look at the errors made by them and log-ins they eventually gave up on.
Overall, the gesture group generated more errors: 47 of them generated 1560 errors, while 44 participants in the text group failed 816 times. Half of the errors occurred in log-in tasks after one week (text: 52.21%, gesture: 46.92%).
We then categorized the type of errors made by both groups, which is shown in Figure 7 . "Wrong account" referred to the Table 4 : Successful log-in duration (seconds) of two password groups. Log in after one hour, one day and one week corresponds to immediate, shortterm and long-term log-in tasks, respectively. The Bonferroni-corrected threshold p-value is .0083. The result shows the gesture group spent much less time to log in than the text group when the number of accounts was six. Table 5 : Number of attempts tried per log-in task for successful log-in tasks. Log in after one hour, one day and one week corresponds to immediate, short-term and long-term log-in tasks, respectively. The Bonferroni-corrected threshold p-value is .0083. The result shows that participants from the two groups required a similar number of attempts to log into one account successfully. Figure 7 : Categories of reason to fail at log-in tasks. Log in after one hour (1hr), one day (1dy) and one week (1wk) corresponds to immediate, short-term and long-term log-in tasks, respectively. Bars with label "T" are for text group and ones with "G" are for gesture group. In the legend, "wrong account var" stands for wrong account variant.
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case when participants tried to log in one account with the password of another account, and "wrong account variant" was when participants used a password from another account but input incorrectly. "Partially wrong" indicated only part of the input matched the correct password. When participants tried random inputs, we categorized it as "forgotten". "Mirrored" and "rotated" categories was for gesture passwords: in both cases the input was correct but was either mirrored in direction, or rotated for a certain number of degrees. "Misspelled" was for text passwords only, which meant the input was correct except for one or two obvious typos.
We found nearly half of the errors both groups made were due to confusing one account with another ("wrong account" & "wrong account variant"). One exception is that one hour after creation, less than 30% of the errors made from the gesture group was due to confusing the accounts. Meanwhile, they made 10% more errors of partially incorrect inputs than text group. In the other two sessions, their partially-incorrect errors were similar. We note that errors with mirrored or rotated inputs for gesture group were nearly 20% after one hour, and decreased continuously thereafter. Table 7 : Descriptive statistics for given-up log-in tasks. Duration is the average time participants spent on a single login task before they gave up, and the number of attempts is the retry rate.
On the other hand, two groups gave up a similar amount of tasks. 48 participants (52.75% of total) gave up on 192 login tasks in total. 78 of them (40.63%) occurred after one day, and another 98 (51.04%) were given up after a week. Text and gesture groups gave up 99 and 93 log-in tasks respectively.
A more detailed description of given-up tasks is in Table 7 .
The table shows that the gesture group spent less time but were willing to retry more times than the text group before they gave up. As the data of given-up log-ins was small, we examined it by combining data from different account settings and sessions. On average, our participants spent 64.31 seconds (Mdn=41.50) and tried eight times before giving up.
Subjective User Feedback
Exit Interview Questions
In the exit interview, we asked participants to estimate their daily usage of smartphones. The result shows the participants believed on average they entered passwords 8.93 times a day (SD=13, Mdn=4). Previous studies reported 8.11 times per day, but indicated it could be an underestimate [25] . Our study required at most twelve times a day.
Subjective Task Load Assessment
We asked participants to fill the NASA TLX form after every task. We calculated the average score per task per participant for two groups, with Figure 8 showing the result. A Wilcoxon rank sum test was applied on the TLX scores, and the test result showed there were no statistically significant difference in TLX scores between the two groups. Table 6 : The attempt duration of the two password groups in seconds. Log in after one hour, one day and one week corresponds to immediate, shortterm and long-term log-in sessions, respectively. The Bonferroni-corrected threshold p-value is .0083. The result shows the attempt duration of the gesture group was much less than that of the text group in every login task. 
DISCUSSION
We presented the first field study of free-form gesture passwords and compared them to traditional text passwords. We obtained a unique dataset by leveraging the Experience Sampling Method (ESM) for a password field study.
Usability
Our main finding in usability was that gesture passwords were faster in many aspects of authentication than text passwords. In our study, the gesture group took less time to both generate a new password and log in successfully when there were six accounts. On average, the gesture group spent 22% less time logging in, and 42% less time generating passwords than the text group. Also, performing a log-in attempt with a gesture required two to six seconds less than with text for most cases. This result matches intuition: drawing is faster than typing. This is an important result for mobile platforms, given that the interactions are known to be fragmented and fast and as such may only last a few seconds [44, 28, 58, 62] . In this scenario, the authentication speed becomes pivotal for improving user experience; faster authentication allows for faster access to services on mobile devices while demanding less attention from the user during interaction. This speed advantage makes gesture passwords more suitable for mobile authentication.
This speed advantage does not necessarily come with the trade-off of complexity. We computed similarity score between gestures from same participant, and found that over 62% of participants had an average score below 2, indicating within-participant gesture reuse was limited. In addition, we found some gesture passwords were obviously complex and involve multiple fingers, words, signatures, and foreign language symbols. Still, the time people spent creating them was less than the average time amongst the gesture group.
We found gesture passwords were easier to use. Participants with gesture passwords were willing to retry as much as 46 more times than those with text passwords before they gave up on a log-in task. This might be because of the faster operation the former offered. Even with more retries, the time the gesture group spent on those tasks was six seconds less than that of the text group on average.
Participants found getting used to gesture passwords not trivial. There were several aspects showing that a learning curve existed for participants using gestures. First, the duration needed by the gesture group to create passwords or log-in decreased over time, while that of the text group either remained the same or increased. Second, a large portion of errors made by the gesture group shortly after the creation task was partially wrong, and such errors were reduced greatly over time. It is possible that at first participants were not familiar with the concept and our authenticator, therefore even if they knew the password they still failed. They essentially used such errors as training, and generated much better attempts for proceeding log-ins.
As a result, for a novel authentication scheme such as freeform gesture passwords, explicit practice sessions are desirable. During the introduction phase of our study, we suggested participants to practice their passwords during creation tasks until they feel comfortable, so long as the tasks have not expired. However, it is possible that in a field study as ours, where nobody was watching, participants did not put too much effort in practicing, but tried to complete tasks as quickly as possible. Consequently, they did not get familiar with gesture passwords before they proceeded.
Memorability
Gesture passwords provided good memorability with a log-in success rate over 83% after a week with six accounts. Considering the "learning curve" issue discussed above, this result demonstrated that gesture passwords were similarly memorable as text passwords.
We also discovered gesture passwords provide better distinction between multiple accounts: the gesture group was less confused with different accounts. In particular, participants with gesture passwords made 20% less "wrong account" errors than those with text passwords one hour after creation (see Figure 7) . The text group, on the other hand, maintained a consistent percentage of such errors over time.
Gesture passwords had their own novel memorability issues. One hour after the creation process, participants tended to confuse the angle of their password. As a result, 18.12% Smartphone Authentication #chi4good, CHI 2016, San Jose, CA, USA of their errors were due to mirroring or rotating of the correct passwords (see Figure 7) . To compare, the text group made 16.67% of their errors at the same time interval due to mistyping. The portion of mirrored or rotated errors was even larger than that of the mistyping errors made by the text group. Understanding the novelty effect and reducing corresponding errors could be a key part in significantly improving the memorability of gesture-based authentication systems.
Security
We presented the analysis of the first free-form gesture password set collected in the field. Comparing with a study on shortcut gestures on mobile platforms [47] , we found gesture passwords were different from shortcut gestures. The shortcut gestures study had half of the collected gestures as letters and only 10% were shapes. In contrast, in our field study dataset, nearly 50% were shapes. Both letter-shaped gesture passwords in our study and theirs were relatively simple; typically, the first letter of the account name (e.g. 'm' for music). This makes sense for shortcut gestures, but they are easy passwords to guess and repeat. As such, we postulate that our participants preferred shapes over letters for security reasons.
Interestingly, when comparing to a lab study where participants were also asked to create "secure and memorable gestures" [51] , there were major differences in gesture creation: roughly half of the passwords generated in the previous study were with single finger, whereas 93% of our passwords were using one finger. There are three possible conjectures for this. First, the previous study did not involve multi-account interference as our study: each participant of that study generated only one password, while each of our participants generated eight. Second, it could be that people tend to overestimate the security of gesture passwords [51] . It is crucial to understand the gap between the security of novel authentication schemes and the perception of it from users. Third, it is possible that participants generated weaker passwords in a field study than lab study. Previous studies reported similar observations between a lab and a field study [22, 2, 53] . The text passwords created in our study were weaker than usual as well: most of them were easy, consisted of very few non-lowercase letters, and highly crackable (see Table 2 ).
Our proposed security metric also compared the entropy of our text and gesture passwords. For the grid of cells the screen split into, 4x6 is still considered "low resolution", but our analysis ( Figure 6 ) showed it already contained similar entropy as the third quantile of our text passwords. This indicated that our gesture and text passwords were comparable in terms of security. Based on this metric and its model, we could also derive a naive guessing attack for gestures by generating points to fall into any of the cells of the screen, and connect the points to form a guess. Although cracking attacks of free-form gestures are beyond our scope, it could be an interesting future topic.
Completion Rate
The completion rate of our study was similar to that of a previous study on multi-password interference [21] . However, our participants completed more tasks per person (8 creation + 24 log-in), our expiration time was shorter (every task expired in one hour), and our exclusion rule was more strict (we only included participants who completed at least half of the designated tasks). To compare, the previous work mostly set the expiration time as one day or more [21, 62] . Our better completion rate is likely due to: (1) our expiration time was shorter, and (2) our notifications were native to the phone, and required no Internet or cellular access. Such a design lowered the effort for participants to complete tasks.
Limitations
In our experiment, we provided the same general instructions for generating passwords for both groups, which might lead to weaker passwords compared to specific policies. However, free-form gestures have no established composition policies so far, because it is a recently proposed approach. Also, not giving specific instructions allowed us to collect data on how people would use such a novel scheme in the wild. This data can then potentially shed light on how to design policies.
Our methodology is limited by common issues of a field study: lack of complete control over participants and the experiment. However, using ESM in the experiment design allowed us to have control over aspects such as task schedules and the amount of tasks each participant received. We believe our study maintained better control compared to conventional field studies while still collecting real-world data.
Our security metric is based on random entropy, which has been criticized for its bias [4] . Therefore, the result obtained should be interpreted only for relatively comparing security of the two, not measuring the absolute security of passwords.
CONCLUSIONS
Gesture-based interactions are becoming increasingly popular and prevalent on mobile platforms. We performed a study of free-form gesture passwords on mobile devices in the field, with text passwords as a baseline. We leveraged ESM to ensure the study was carried out under real-world settings with good control. Our study is the first step towards real-world usage of free-form gesture passwords. The study shows that free-form gesture passwords are faster to perform, faster to create, faster to log in, and have strong log-in success rates.
To conclude, the findings suggest that free-form gestures bear potential as an authentication method that is particularly suitable for mobile devices. We believe our observations and dataset are unique and present valuable data for designing secure and usable mobile authentication systems. Datasets and more material available at http://securegestures.org.
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